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Abstract: Imitation is almost always assumed to be the mechanism by which infants
learn to pronounce speech sounds, which are the elements from which words are
made up. Specifically, it is believed that auditory matching enables a child to
reproduce speech sounds by copying those that he hears. For several reasons, we
believe that this is not the way that this systemic aspect of pronunciation is acquired.
We test an alternative account involving a non-imitative mechanism using Elija, a
computational model of an infant. Elija started by learning to babble in an
unsupervised fashion. Three separate experiments were then run with Elija using one
native speaker of English, French and German to play the role of the caregiver. Each
caregiver interacted with a different instance of Elija in his or her native language.
Using the tutored interactions from each caregiver, which involved their
reformulations of his putative speech sounds, Elija learned (1) the importance of his
productions, and (2) the correspondence between his and adult speech tokens,
thereby developing an ability to imitate a series of such tokens, that is, a word.
Finally, using his newly acquired ability to parse input speech sounds in terms of the
equivalents to his own tokens, each caregiver taught Elija to say some simple words
by serial imitation. We present results from these experiments and discuss the
implications of this work.
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Figure 1 – A Do infants learn to pronounce sounds by imitation using acoustic matching? B An
alternative hypothesis: Infants learn to pronounce using reinforcement of their productions from
caregiver reformulations. These reformulations are also used by the infant to associate his motor
actions to adult speech output.
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Introduction

1.1 Classical accounts of learning to pronounce speech sounds
Learning to pronounce speech sounds is conventionally assumed to be an imitative process
(see Figure 1A). A child supposedly uses an auditory ‘matching to target’ mechanism,
whereby he compares his output of a given speech sound to what he hears produced by others,

or to what he has heard in the past [1, 2]. In this account, he must call upon his own judgment
of sound similarity to improve his subsequent performance. This appears to be
straightforward, but it relies upon the child perceiving speech sounds from both sources in a
manner that is linguistically appropriate. It therefore assumes that to perceive this ‘similarity’,
a child has solved the normalisation problem that arises from the differences in child and adult
output due to the different sizes of their vocal tracts. In addition, adult and infant word forms
can differ considerably [3]. This in itself can make direct comparison difficult. In fact there is
no positive evidence to support an imitative account of learning to pronounce. However,
many previous computational models of speech development just assume that such an innate
imitative mechanism is unproblematic or put to one side the problems posed by normalisation
[4-8]. That said, one other research group has recognised the problems posed by the
conventional account of direct acoustic imitation and has used mirrored caregiver interactions
to train a physical model to learn vowel qualities [9, 10].
1.2

Non-imitative account

As an alternative to learning the pronunciation of speech sounds by imitation, we describe a
model that exploits a ubiquitous social interaction between a young child and his caregivers
[11]. When an infant starts to make speech-like sounds, his caregiver is invariably willing,
from time to time, to vocally ‘imitate’ him, occasionally with responses that are mimicked,
but increasingly by reflecting her interpretation of his output within L1 back to him, in wellformed L1 productions. These natural, well-attested interactions, in which a caregiver mirrors
back an infant‘s output (Figure 1B), are known as reformulations. Indeed Pawlby showed that
in more than 90% of cases of imitative exchanges, it is the mother who imitates the infant
[12]. Since a child recognises when he is being imitated, he knows that his caregiver regards
the two speech utterances as being equivalent. A mirroring interaction thus solves the
correspondence problem [13] without the child needing to perform an auditory match. This
gives him the ability to imitate his caregiver. From this point onwards, he can learn words by
recognising elementary speech sounds within them and then recalling his motor actions that
correspond to these sounds. See [14] for a fuller discussion of this mechanism.
1.3

Problems with the classical account

Among the child speech phenomena which cannot be explained satisfactorily under imitative
accounts, there is the well-known “fis”/“fish” [15-17]. Here, a child pronounces “fish” as
“fis” and when questioned as to why he did so, insists firstly that he can hear the distinction in
the two forms made by the adult and secondly that he did not say the incorrect form himself.
Imitative accounts cannot explain this because they assume that the infant learns speech
sounds by copying the adult form, in which case it is paradoxical that he can hear a difference
in adult speech but not hear it in his own. In our model, on the other hand, production and the
parsing of words for speech sound equivalences are initially separate from general speech
perception. As such, production forms can differ from those used in general word perception
and the “fis”/“fish” phenomenon has an uncomplicated explanation.
Among the problematic adult phenomena, there is the data on speech shadowing, e.g. [18].
Under conventional accounts of speech sound acquisition by acoustic matching, it appears
that speech is an exception to the otherwise universal response time differences in simple and
choice reaction time tests. In our model, the data are explained more simply, because the
production and perception of speech sounds is directly associated rather than going via a
common form, whether acoustic or gestural.

1.4 Elija
We model learning to pronounce using Elija, a computational model of infant speech
acquisition [11]. Elija has a speech production capability based on a modified Maeda
articulatory synthesiser [19] which generates acoustic output using a pair of loudspeakers.
Motor actions are modelled akin to the gestural score used in the Task Dynamics model [20].
Elija’s hearing is based on an auditory filter bank [21], which receives input from a
microphone. In order for Elija to speak, it is necessary for him to “discover” appropriate
motor patterns to control his vocal apparatus. Finding a set of appropriate motor patterns
corresponding to speech sounds and utterances is the task of the unsupervised and caregiver
tutored learning that are described in the next sections. A detailed description of the current
implementation of Elija is available in a companion methods paper to the current one [22].
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Figure 2 – A Active learning of salient configurations. B Reinforcement from caregiver responses.

1.5 Unsupervised sound discovery
During their acquisition of speech production, infants progress through several identifiable
developmental stages [23]. Within a few months of birth, infants gurgle, sigh, chuckle and
coo. Between the ages of three and six months they start to make syllabic sounds and then to
babble. Much of this initial development appears to occur in an unsupervised fashion, with the
infant apparently experimenting with his speech apparatus. To model this process, Elija first
discovers sounds in an unsupervised manner (Figure 2A) by finding motor patterns that are
solutions to an optimization problem [24]. The objective function of a motor pattern is defined
as a sum of its sensory salience, diversity and stability, less the energetic effort involved in
action generation.
1.6 Caregiver reformulations
During later stages of pronunciation development, interaction with learned speakers of the
ambient language (L1) becomes important. As infant sound production progresses, it starts to
attract his caregiver’s attention. When it provokes reactions, these can constitute evaluations
of the infant’s productions and this reinforces some of the sounds he can make. In addition,
through reformulation of the child output into well-formed L1 speech sounds, his caregivers
provide the child with an L1 interpretation of his production. We simulate this second phase
of learning by using the sounds Elija discovers to potentially provoke a caregiver to respond.
The responses are typically reformulations and are used (1) to reinforce speech sounds that
will often be appropriate for L1 (Figure 2B), and (2) to learn equivalence relations between
Elija’s vocal actions and his caregiver’s responses (Figure 3A).

1.7 Learning words by imitation
Since Elija has now learned some caregiver reformulations that correspond to his productions,
he can attempt to analyse incoming speech into these component speech sounds and perform
serial imitation of those elements he recognises. That is, he can first parse input in terms of
the speech sounds he has heard previously and then select and generate their corresponding
motor actions, thereby imitating the caregiver’s speech (Figure 3B). In this way, the caregiver
teaches Elija words by speaking to him and Elija then repeats the words using serial imitation.
We allow Elija and his caregiver to engage in repetitive loops. A word spoken by the
caregiver can be repeated a few times until an appropriate production is performed by Elija, or
the caregiver chooses to move on. This mechanism reduces the effect of any previous
incorrect associations and, in principle, provides an effective means to train not only
production, but also perception. All recognition is performed on templates using a DTW
speech recognizer [25, 26] with an auditory filter bank front end [21]. The identity of the
words spoken by the caregiver acted as contextual cues to Elija. Such contextual cues reduce
uncertainly in the interpretation of what the other said, since it must be related to the context.
In a more realistic model of an infant, its visual system could be used to ground the context of
the interactions in a more natural way. However this was beyond the scope of the current
study.
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Figure 3 A Motor-acoustic associations arising from caregiver reformulations. B Parsing and
reproducing caregiver speech using acoustic-motor associations.
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Results

After providing written informed consent, a male German (G), a female French Canadian
(FC) and a female American English (AE) speaker took part in the experiments. All subjects
were native speakers of the languages they taught Elija. A local ethics committee at the
University of Cambridge approved the experimental protocol. Examples of Elija’s acoustic
output for the different subjects at various stages of the experiment are available online at:
www.ianhoward.de/publications/HowMesESSV2011SupMat.ppt.
2.1 Unsupervised sound discovery experiment
During the initial sound discovery phase, no caregiver involvement was required. Elija was
run in several sessions to discover different sounds types. This involved separate runs with an
emphasis on low frequency power (for vowels), high frequency power (for fricatives) and
touch (for plosives) respectively. For computational reasons, clustering was employed to limit
the number of discovered articulations in each type class. This maintained variety but limited

redundancy and ensured there was no subsequent combinatorial explosion of VV, CV and VC
configurations. The number of vocalic sounds discovered was limited to 15, the number of
plosives was limited to 15 and the number of fricatives limited to 10. In order to increase the
variety of available sounds, voicing was explicitly enabled or disabled in each plosive and
fricative articulation. Similarly, plosive articulations were generated with or without voicing.
The voiced plosives were also generated with and without nasality. In this way, Elija was able
to identify distinct articulations useful for the generation of a wide range of potential speech
sounds.
The basic phonetic elements discovered are listed here in SAMPA phonetic transcriptions
[27]. They included a wide range of vowels /i:, 3:, u:, A:/, diphthongs /aI, @U, OI, eI, U@,
i@, aU /, plosives /b, p, d, t, g, k /, nasals and liquids /j, y, w, m, n, l, r /, and fricatives /f, h, s,
S, z, dZ /. See the online supplementary material for Section 3.1 for examples of these sounds.
2.2 Reformulation experiment
After single articulations had been discovered, they were combined to generate VVs, CVs and
VCs. Implausible sounds that included synthesiser artefacts such as clicks were removed by
the authors. In total, 927 sounds were generated by Elija. These were then played to each of
the 3 subjects, who took the role of Elija’s caregiver. Each caregiver ran with a different
instance of Elija, so only their interactions would affect Elija’s learning. They only
reformulated a subset of Elija’s productions and this pruned down Elija’s repertoire. The
subjects (G, CF, AE) reformulated 53%, 81% and 87% of Elija’s outputs respectively. They
experienced no difficulty in performing this task. They provided good adult forms
corresponding to their interpretations of Elija’s utterances.
For sounds responded to by all three caregivers, the reformulations could be quite different, as
a result of each interpreting Elija’s output within their native language This can be heard in
the examples of these sounds in the supplementary material Section 3.2.
2.3 Word imitation experiment
The reformulations enabled Elija to recognise some speech sounds embedded in words and
then to attempt to pronounce the words himself. Without prompting, each caregiver used
motherese to emphasise certain parts of the words they were trying to teach. All three
caregivers succeeded in teaching Elija to pronounce around 30 typical first words in their
language to a level of performance that is characteristic for young infants aged around 2
years.
Interestingly, the imitation mechanism was able to correct the effect from previous errors that
arose in the reformulation stage. That is, sometimes an inappropriate reformulation would be
associated with Elija’s production. However, during word imitation, the criterion for
acceptance of his vocal action was only on the basis of what he said back to the caregiver. By
changing how she spoke, the caregiver could sometime provoke a better and more appropriate
response by matching against a different and correctly associated reformulation. Similarly,
although Elija sometimes made errors in recognition of the sounds in caregiver’s speech,
these could also be corrected by the caregiver as she could prompt him for another attempt at
recognition or even speak again until he generated an appropriate response. Some of the better
examples of imitation are given in the supplementary material Section 3.3.
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Discussion

3.1 Summary
We demonstrated an alternative to a purely imitative account of how infants learn to
pronounce words. Our model learned to produce simple utterances using only reinforcement

feedback and association and did not employ acoustic imitation to learn to produce speech
sounds. Elija was taught to speak words in English, French and German. In these three
languages he was able to pronounce some basic words with a level of competence that
matches that of a young child. His ability to learn words in these three languages
demonstrates that our account of speech acquisition is language independent.
Initially, actions underlying simple sounds were discovered using reward based on the
salience of their sensory consequences. Reinforcement provided by an evaluation from a
learned caregiver quickly suppressed some sounds, and retained only those that the caregiver
approved (generally those present in L1). We note that it was a learned caregiver who judged
Elija’s speech sound production. By virtue of being a fluent native speaker, the caregiver is in
a much better position to perform this function than Elija would be. The caregiver
reformulations then provided the means to associate Elija’s motor actions with the caregiver’s
adult L1 interpretations, solving the correspondence problem between simple sub-word
acoustic units and his motor productions. This developed an ability to learn words by
imitation. Importantly, the imitation stage was able to correct for previous reformulation
errors, demonstrating the overall robustness of the mechanism.
Imitation is frequently cited as the means by which we acquire complex actions [28-30].
Indeed it has been claimed previously that infants have an innate ability to learn complex
actions by imitation, such as the ability to stick out the tongue when the action is observed
[31]. However this issue, and other assumptions regarding imitation, are discussed at length
by Heyes [32, 33], who points out that there is little evidence for an innate ability for imitation
and a much evidence for an alternative associative hypothesis. Our account of the acquisition
of pronunciation by infants is in line with Heyes’ view. Our results show that communicative
interaction with a caregiver can lead to the development of speech using only reinforcement
and associative mechanisms. In our account no innate ability to imitate need exist. Rather it
develops due to the learned association between production and perception. That is, imitative
abilities emerge as the associations between word pronunciation and perception are learned.
As a final point, we remark that a role for mirror neurons is sometimes invoked in
explanations of the ability to imitate. They are supposed to provide the link between
perception and production that is needed in learning by imitation [34-38]. We believe that the
existence of mirror neurons is consistent with our model, but rather than those implicated in
speech existing innately, we provide an account of how they could develop during learning to
pronounce [14].
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